Decision-makers 1
Decisions about reef closures are made adaptively by clan-chiefs, but with substantial input from 2 community members. For example, before the opening of the reef in 2017, each of the three 3 clans held meetings to not only discuss expected fishing trip contributions from each family to 4 provide fish for the opening ceremony, but also to decide the by-laws to be put in place once the 5 reef was opened. Once these clan meetings were concluded, the clan chiefs came together and 6 discussed their respective plans and proposed by-laws, eventually reaching consensus on the rules 7 for fishing on the reefs when once the reef was open. Although clan chiefs often work together to 8 make decisions about opening and closing reefs, they can make decisions individually about their 9 clan's reef territory. For example, in Muluk, the reef is divided into four clan territories (one clan 10 holds two non-contiguous territories). Each of the three clan chiefs has the right to open or close 11 their section of the reef, but in practice, all three clans tend to agree by consensus to open and 12 close the reef in concert. 13 14
Rationale for reef closure 15
The reef is generally closed with the explicit purpose of making fish easier to catch in the future, 16 both by allowing them to breed and increase in abundance and also by de-sensitizing them to 17 fishing and thus lowering their wariness of fishers. Fishers explained that when the reef is heavily 18 fished, reef fishes become more wary of fishers (particularly spear-fishers) and kept a greater 19 distance, making them more difficult to catch (1) . Fishers perceived that periodically stopping all 20 fishing activity made the fish 'tamer' (2). In addition to the utilitarian rationale for the closure, 21 multiple clan chiefs also described a notion of stewardship/responsibility for looking after 22 (lukautim in the lingua franca Tok Pisin) the environment. The rotational closure system is 23 considered a key part of this stewardship practice. 24 25
Adaptive decisions about reef closure and opening 26
There is no set period or allocated date for closing and/or opening the reef to fishing. Decisions 27
about when to open and close reefs are generally made such that the system is managed between 28 two dynamic baselines: a low baseline that signals clan leaders to close the reefs and a high 29 baseline that signals clan leaders to open the reef (1) . Clan chiefs monitor declining catches and 30 difficulty catching fish from their own fishing experience, reports from fishers in the community, clan chiefs close the reef to fishing and access for an undefined period. Reefs can also be closed 33 during a mourning period following the death of a chief or other person of high social standing in 34 the community, to provide food for a feast to end the mourning period. In this instance, it may 35 only be a single clan's reef closed. Thus, both social and ecological conditions can trigger a closure. 36
Likewise, clan-chiefs used the perceived 'tameness' of fish (i.e. the ability to swim closer to them 37 than before the closure) and perceived increased numbers of fish as indicators that the reef could 38 be re-opened to fishing-a high baseline. However, the decision to re-open a closed reef was in 39 part also linked to social considerations, such as upcoming celebrations. For instance, one clan-40 chief suggested that Christmas was a good time to re-open the reef as school children who were 41 attending schools on the other side of the island were home and thus able to enjoy the opening 42 ceremony feast. 43 Improved fishing Well, closing the sea, we rest it, no one can go into the sea to disturb the reef or disturbing the fish, no one can go and frighten the fish in the reef. It'll be easier in the future… all the fish will grow up and then men and women from the community will find it easier to catch fish.
Even close to the beach, and bring them home to eat.
Good fortune and harms
This fulfils us, when we follow custom that the ancestors dictated. We live by the customs and we see the good things that come from following customs, and we know that custom is good.
You must follow [the customary law], and you will see that you have plenty of fish and plenty of pigs and plenty of whatever you need. If you don't follow the law, you will lose all these things. This custom, it's so important here in Muluk.
You're breaking the custom law. And custom has the power to cause you trouble, and custom has the power to help you live well.
If you want to go to the sea, and your wife is menstruating, you cannot go. If you go a fish will shoot you and you will die. You can't eat tallis nut. If you eat tallis nut, then a fish will come and kill you dead. If you eat marita, a fish will kill you. If you eat 'pikpik', a fish will kill you.
Creates identity & connection to ancestors/place
It's something good that we have here; the way that we help other people, and work together and participate in big customary events in the community. Other places don't have this. Other places have gradually lost these ways.
In terms of our thinking, practices and customs, we hold these ways strongly because our parents, and grandparents and ancestors taught us these ways.
It's these things that make us who we are.
Our young people see them, respect them, and see the fruits of these practices. We won't forsake them. Our ancestors have blessed these customs, and God has blessed them. And we hold onto them strongly.
Fulfilling customary obligations
So if there's customary work to be done in the community, everyone comes together to participate and listens and everyone cooperates, even if the call is last minute.
These customs are very strong. We have to follow every single one of these. All three clans in Muluk, Boner, GanGan, Marror -our customs are very strong No outsiders would mess with it, no one from outside would dare come here and ruin it. The law will get you, the customs… the leaders will get angry. This is the most important custom we have, bombom. We will have to have a meeting to discuss it. The practices that the ancestors followed, that continue today, these customs, we follow them.
If we don't follow it, then we have to meet and talk about it, about how to do the right thing. It's by respecting custom that we can catch fish, with the net, that we make ourselves.
All the leaders meet, and argue about it, and make sure the customs stay strong.
Participation
It's something good that we have here. The way that we help other people, and working together and participating in big customary work in the community. Other places don't have this. Other places have gradually lost these ways. 
Social cohesion
It's the way we listen and respect. We can go about our own lives, but when we hear news, then we always come together to help So, in our community, you can see all these kinds of arguments, and people get cross at each other, but something special we have is this way of bringing people together, all the time, and we keep living peacefully, and make sure the peace is maintained.
Interviewer: What do you do to resolve conflicts? Interviewee: Well, we… the leaders speak out, we all meet, and sit down to sort it out. And once we've sorted it out, then its peaceful again. Our lives are very good here, before.
Youth-elder ties Now all the young people, the young boys and girls, mums and dads, everyone knows that underneath the leader, whoever talks, all the young people respect and listen and follow the customs and culture of the community.
The leaders, we all sit down and talk with the young people, about respecting the customs and the culture.
We here in Muluk, this community, we, all of us young people from here, we've learned how to tambu the reef from the leaders here, and how to tambu the bush from hunting. 
